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Burden of HCV in Iran



Viral hepatitis 
Viral hepatitis is a leading cause of death and disability 

worldwide. 

Unlike most communicable diseases, between 1990 and 

2013, viral hepatitis has increased in terms of both 

absolute burden and its relative rank. 

 Together, viral hepatitis deaths from acute infection, 

cirrhosis and liver cancer were the 10th leading cause 

of death, globally, in 1990 (95% UI 10 – 12) and 7th 

leading cause in 2013 .



Viral hepatitis 2 
Viral hepatitis is one of the leading causes of death 

and disability worldwide, and causes at least as many 

deaths annually as tuberculosis, AIDS, or malaria. 

Viral hepatitis has risen in importance since the first GBD 

Study in 1990. 

WHO launches a major new effort to tackle viral 

hepatitis.



Global burden of Viral Hepatitis



Age-standardised disability-adjusted life-year rates 

to Hepatitis A, B, C, and E viruses in 2013, by country



Among the Top 15 causes of mortality for 1990 and 

2013 Viral hepatitis is the main infectious disease 

with increasing Burden



Among the Top 20 causes of DALYs for 1990 and 2013

Viral hepatitis is the main infectious disease with 

increasing Burden



Hepatitis C 

Hepatitis C is the only subtype for which we’ve 

seen an increase in age-specific rates; 

combined with increases due to both 

population growth and changing age 

structures’

 DALYs for hepatitis C have more than doubled 

since 1990. 



HCV Burden increase more than all  other viral 

hepatitis between 1990 and 2013, by virus type and 

for all hepatitis viruses combined



Population based seroprevalence and 

Spontaneous Hepatitis C Clearance



HCV-infected population in Iran
• A population-based study across three provinces estimated HCV Ab 

prevalence in adults aged 18–65 to be 0.5%

• Based on a another study from Iran a viremic prevalence of 0.2% 
(0.2–0.3%) representing approximately 170 000 (117 000– 223 000) 
viremic persons in Iran in 2006.

• It is estimated that there are 60 000 individuals diagnosed with HCV 
in Iran since  2013 with an annual diagnostic rate of 6000 with a 
maximum of 100 HCV liver transplant per year

Merat S…Malekzadeh R. Seroprevalence of hepatitis C virus:. Int J Infect Dis 2010; 14 (Suppl. 3): e113–e116.
Poustchi H,…malekzadeh The impact of illicit drug use on spontaneous hepatitis C clearance. PLoS ONE 2011; 6(8): e23830.



Age and Gender-Specific Distribution of Individuals 

Exposed and Living With HCV Infection



Iran: very low incidence area for HCV 



Route of HCV infection Iran
•It was estimated that 75% of the infected 
population in Iran had been infected by IDU
and 4% of all HCV cases were infected via 
transfusion procedures. 

•The majority of new cases are due to IDU,
which is reflected in the young age 
distribution.



HCV Genotype In Iran
• Genotype 1a and 3a were predominant accounting for 47 

and 36%, whereas 1b and 4 accounted for 8 and 7%.

• Subtype 1a was frequent in South Iran (70%), while 3a was 
more prevalent in North- West Iran (83%).

• Patients infected by blood products had more frequently 
subtype 1a (57%),while younger drug users had more 
frequently subtype 3a (54%).

JSamimirad K ..Malekzadeh R. Med. Virol. 74:246–252, 2004.



Projection of HCV Morbidity and - 2030 by 
Diagnosis and Treatment Strategy

Mortality During 2014 



HCV in Iran In 2030

 In 2014, an estimated 186,500 individuals are living with 

HCV infection in Iran (median age: 30 years). 

By 2030, this number will increase to 213,700, while three 

to four folds increase is expected in the case numbers of 

decompensated cirrhosis (DC, n = 620),hepatocellular 

carcinoma (HCC, n = 510), and liver disease death (n = 

400), assuming the current diagnosis/treatment settings.



Estimated HCV Disease Burden in Iran During 1950 –

2030 Total number of individuals living with HCV 
infection



Number of individuals living with HCV infection in 

total and by liver fibrosis and disease stage



Number of individuals with HCV related cirrhosis 

and hepatocellular carcinoma



Progress in therapy of chronic hepatitis C 

genotype 1 as shown by SVR rates with different 

antiviral regimens.



DDRI Supporting production of Peg interferon 

in Iran



Case Scenario with eradication

 As compared with the base case scenario, scenarios 1 and 2 will 

have a limited impact on HCV disease burden, while scenarios 3 

and 4

 will result in 45% - 49% decrease in the number of individuals 

living with HCV infection and 60% - 69% decrease in DC, HCC 

and liver disease deaths by 2030. 

 For at least 90% reduction in HCV infections by 2030 (scenario 5), 

diagnosis and treatment rates should be increased to 12,000 and 

9,000 individuals per year in 2016, respectively and to 24,000 and 

18,000 individuals per year, respectively in 2018 onward







Spontaneous Hepatitis C Clearance in 
Iran 
•Among those who had acquired hepatitis C, in 
Golestan Iran the rate of SC was 38%.

•Illicit drug use whether intravenous or non-
intravenous is the only significant correlate of 
Chronic HCV due to repeated contacts with 
hepatitis C antigen.



Utilizing an aggressive treatment and diagnosis 
strategy, there would be a 90% reduction in the total 
number of viremic individuals.

• There would be 26 700 fewer viremic individuals in 2030, a 
13% reduction as compared to the base case. 

• The number of HCC cases in 2030 was estimated at 300 
cases, a 7% decrease from the base case. 

• The number of liver-related deaths would decrease by 7% 
from the base, with 400 deaths in 2030. 

• Decompensated and compensated cirrhosis would decrease 
by 10% and 7% from the base, with 590 and 10 100 cases in 
2030.



Prevalence of risk factors in HCV positivity

HCV negative HCV positive P-value

Blood Transfusion 8.6% 16.2% 0.004

Accident 7.3% 19.4% <0.001

War Injury 1.8% 7.7% <0.001

Imprisonment 8.3% 38.5% <0.001

Body Piercing 57.3% 35.2% <0.001

Illicite Drug Use 17.7% 62.8% <0.001

IV Drug Use 4.4% 15.6% 0.019



Sovodak :Eradicate all genotypes of 

HCV covered by IR Insurance system



Thank you!

Questions?


